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Abstract
State-of-the-art deep learning algorithms yield remark-
able results in many visual recognition tasks. However,
they still fail to provide satisfactory results in scarce data
regimes. To a certain extent this lack of data can be com-
pensated by multimodal information. Missing information
in one modality of a single data point (e.g. an image) can
be made up for in another modality (e.g. a textual descrip-
tion). Therefore, we design a few-shot learning task that is
multimodal during training (i.e. image and text) and single-
modal during test time (i.e. image). In this regard, we pro-
pose a self-paced class-discriminative generative adversar-
ial network incorporating multimodality in the context of
few-shot learning. The proposed approach builds upon the
idea of cross-modal data generation in order to alleviate the
data sparsity problem. We improve few-shot learning accu-
racies on the finegrained CUB and Oxford-102 datasets.
1. Introduction
The big data assumption is key for conventional deep
learning applications but often also a limiting factor. How-
ever, in many applications it is too expensive (or even im-
possible) to acquire a sufficient number of training samples,
resulting in inferior model accuracy. In contrast, humans
are able to quickly learn from only few instances. In con-
sequence, research in the domain of few-shot learning, i.e.
learning and generalizing from only few training samples,
has gained more and more interest (e.g. [21, 27, 30]). How-
ever, research has focused on utilizing only one data modal-
ity (mostly images) so far. By including data from addi-
tional modalities (e.g. textual descriptions) we can over-
come limitations in the low data regime, resulting in im-
proved model performance. Our key assumption is that in-
corporating multimodal data (i.e. images and fine-grained
descriptions thereof) forces the model to identify highly
discriminative features across modalities facilitating use in
few-shot scenario. Specifically, pursuing multimodality
suggests that novel classes with low training data in one
modality can benefit from previously learned features.
In this regards, we propose to extend few-shot learn-
ing to incorporate multimodality in a meta-learning fashion.
Specifically, we assume a scenario that is multimodal dur-
ing training (i.e. images and texts) and single-modal dur-
ing testing time (i.e. images). This comes with the associ-
ated task to utilize multimodal data in base classes (with
many samples) and to learn explicit visual classifiers for
novel classes (with few samples). This scenario for mul-
timodal few-shot learning mimics situations that often arise
in practice. In such cases, cross-modal data hallucination
is a viable solution. It facilitates few-shot learning by hal-
lucinating images conditioned on fine-grained textual de-
scriptions, and thus solving the scarce data problem. In
this regard, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) have
proven to be very effective for cross-modal sample gen-
eration. GANs [7, 17] are deep networks mainly applied
for unsupervised tasks and commonly used to generate data
(e.g. images). The supervisory information in a GAN is
indirectly provided within the frame of an adversarial game
between two independent networks: a generator (G) and
a discriminator (D). During training, G generates new data
andD tries to understand whether its input is real (i.e. it is a
training image) or it was generated by G. This competition
betweenG andD is helpful in boosting the accuracy of both
G and D. At testing time, only G is used to generate new
data. Specifically, the text-conditioned GAN [23, 38, 34],
that we use in our approach, take as input a text and gen-
erate an image. Training the text-conditioned GAN allows
for the generation of a potentially infinite number of sam-
ples given textual descriptions. However, the challenge is to
pick adequate samples out of the pool of generated samples
that allow for building a better classifier within the few-shot
scenario. Such subset of images should not only be realistic
but also class discriminative. To this end, we follow the self-
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Figure 1: Learn classifier from dataset extended by hallucinated data conditioned on text
paced strategy and select a subset of images corresponding
to ones in which the generator is most confident about their
“reality” and the discriminator is the most confident about
their “class discriminativeness”. The main idea behind self-
paced learning is that a subset of “easy” samples can be
automatically selected in each iteration. Training is then
performed using only this subset, which is progressively
increased in the subsequent iterations when the model be-
comes more mature. Self-paced learning, applied in many
other studies [14, 25], is related to curriculum learning [1],
and is biologically inspired by the common human process
of gradual learning, starting with the simplest concepts and
increasing complexity. In this paper we adopt a self-paced
learning approach to handle the uncertainty related to the
quality of generated samples, thus “easy” is interpreted as
“high quality”. Specifically, a subset of “high quality” sam-
ples generated by the G is automatically selected by the D
in each iteration, and training GAN is then performed using
only this subset. Intuitively, we select a subset of the gen-
erated samples that the classifier trained on the real data is
most confident about, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The main contributions of this work are three-fold: First,
we extended the few shot learning setting proposed by Hari-
haran and Girhsick [8] to work with multimodal data during
training time. Second, we propose a class-discriminative
text-conditional GAN that facilitates few-shot learning by
hallucinating additional training images. Third, we lever-
age a self-paced learning strategy facilitating reliable cross-
modal hallucination. Our approach features robustness and
outperforms the baseline in the challenging low-shot sce-
nario.
2. Related Work
In this section we briefly review previous work consider-
ing: (1) few-shot learning, (2) multimodal learning and (3)
self-paced learning.
2.1. Few-Shot Learning
For learning deep networks using limited amounts of
data, different approaches have been developed. Follow-
ing Taigman et al. [29], Koch et al. [13] interpreted this task
as a verification problem, i.e. given two samples, it has to
be verified, whether both samples belong to the same class.
Therefore, they employed siamese neural networks [3] to
compute the distance between the two samples and per-
form nearest neighbor classification in the learned embed-
ding space. Some recent works approach few-shot learning
by striving to avoid overfitting by modifications to the loss
function or the regularization term. Yoo et al. [36] proposed
a clustering of neurons on each layer of the network and cal-
culated a single gradient for all members of a cluster during
the training to prevent overfitting. The optimal number of
clusters per layer is determined by a reinforcement learn-
ing algorithm. A more intuitive strategy is to approach few-
shot learning on data-level, meaning that the performance of
the model can be improved by collecting additional related
data. Douze et al. [5] proposed a semi-supervised approach
in which a large unlabeled dataset containing similar images
was included in addition to the original training set. This
large collection of images was exploited to support label
propagation in the few-shot learning scenario. Hariharan et
al. [8] combined both strategies (data-level and algorithm-
level) by defining the squared gradient magnitude loss, that
forces models to generalize well from only a few samples,
on the one hand and generating new images by hallucinat-
ing features on the other hand. For the latter, they trained
a model to find common transformations between existing
images that can be applied to new images to generate new
training data (see also [32]). Other recent approaches to
few-shot learning have leveraged meta-learning strategies.
Ravi et al. [21] trained a long short-term memory (LSTM)
network as meta-learner that learns the exact optimization
algorithm to train a learner neural network that performs the
classification in a few-shot learning setting. This method
was proposed due to the observation that the update func-
tion of standard optimization algorithms like SGD is similar
to the update of the cell state of a LSTM. Bertinetto et al. [2]
trained a meta-learner feed-forward neural network that pre-
dicts the parameters of another, discriminative feed-forward
neural network in a few-shot learning scenario. Another
tool that has been applied successfully to few-shot learning
recently is attention. Vinyals et al. [30] introduced match-
ing networks for one-shot learning tasks. This network is
able to apply an attention mechanism over embeddings of
labeled samples in order to classify unlabeled samples. One
further outcome of this work is that it is helpful to mimic the
one-shot learning setting already during training by defin-
ing mini-batches, called episodes with subsampled classes.
Snell et al. [27] generalize this approach by proposing pro-
totypical networks. Prototypical networks search for a non-
linear embedding space (the prototype) in which classes can
be represented as the mean of all corresponding samples.
Classification is then performed by finding the closest pro-
totype in the embedding space. In the one-shot scenario,
prototypical networks and matching networks are equiva-
lent.
2.2. Multimodal Learning
[12] propose to align visual and semantic information in
a joint embedding space using a encoder-decoder pipeline.
Building on this, [6] improve upon this mixed representa-
tion by incorporating a triplet ranking loss.
[9] generate textual image descriptions. Their model in-
fers latent alignments between regions of images and seg-
ments of sentences of their respective descriptions. [22]
focus on fine-grained visual descriptions. They present
an end-to-end trainable deep structured joint embedding
trained on two datasets containing fine-grained visual de-
scriptions.
In addition to multimodal embeddings, another related
field using data from different modalities is text-to-image
generation. [23] study image synthesis based on textual in-
formation. [38] greatly improve the quality of generated
images to a photo-realistic high-resolution level by stacking
multiple GANs (StackGANs). Extensions of StackGANs
include an end-to-end trainable version [38] and consid-
ering an attention mechanism over the textual input [34].
Sharma et al. [26] extended the conditioning by involving
dialogue data and further improved the image quality. Be-
side the usage of GANs for conditioned image generation,
other work employed Variational Autoencoders [11] to gen-
erate images [18]. However, they conditioned on attribute
vectors instead of text.
2.3. Learning from Simple to Complex
Recently, many studies have shown the benefits of or-
ganizing the training examples from simple to complex for
model training. Bengio et al. [1] first proposed a general
learning strategy: curriculum learning. They show that suit-
ably sorting the training samples, from the easiest to the
most difficult, and iteratively training a classifier starting
with a subset of easy samples can be useful to find better
local minima. In [4], easy and difficult images are provided
for training a CNN in order to learn generic CNN features
using webly annotated data. Note that in this and in all
the other curriculum-learning-based approaches, the order
of the samples is provided by an external supervisory sig-
nal, taking into account human domain-specific expertise.
Curriculum learning was extended to self-paced learning
by Kumar et al. [14]. They proposed the self-paced learning
framework, automatically expanding the training pool in an
easy-to-hard manner by converting the curriculum mecha-
nism into a concise regularization term. Curriculum learn-
ing uses human design to organize the examples, and self-
paced learning can automatically choose training examples
according to the loss. Supancic et al. [28] adopt a similar
framework in a tracking scenario and train a detector using
a subset of video frames, showing that this selection is im-
portant to avoid drifting. In [37] saliency is used to progres-
sively select samples in weakly supervised object detection.
Although some of these self-paced methods use pre-
trained CNN-based features to represent samples (e.g.,
[16]), or uses a CNN as the classifier directly(e.g., [25]),
none of them formulates the self-paced strategy in a GAN
training protocol as we do in this paper.
3. Background on GANs
GAN: GANs [7] consist of two adversarial agents that
compete with each other during a Minimax game until
reaching a Nash equilibrium at convergence of the training
phase. Specifically, they decompose into two main compo-
nents.
First, a generator G aims to produce fake image data
ifake resembling real data. That is ifake = G(z), given a
random noise vector z, which induces a generator distribu-
tion pG. Second, a discriminator D that defines a mapping
D : I → [0, 1] that given an image i ∈ I , outputs a distri-
bution w.r.t. state s (i.e. fake or real), p(s | i) = D(i). To
this end, the GAN parameters are obtained by optimization
of the loss function L (.),
LGAN (G,D) = EI [logD (I)] (1)
+Ez [logD (I,G (z))] .
Specifically, training the GAN entails alternating optimiza-
tion ofD andG using stochastic gradient-based descent. [7]
prove that a global optimium is reached when pg = pdata,
and under mild conditions eventually pg converges to pdata.
Conditional GAN: Conditional GANs (cGANs) [17]
constitute an extension of the standard GAN, where the in-
put of the generator as well as discriminator are further tied
Figure 2: Single iteration of self-paced finetuning on novel classes: G generates images,D′ ranks the generated images based
on their class-discriminatory power. Then the “best” images are added to the real samples and used to update D′ and G. This
process is repeated multiple times.
to a conditional variable containing extra information. That
condition variable be an kind of auxiliary information such
as a class label [17], an attribute vector [35] or a seman-
tic description [23]. To this end, the standard loss Eq. 1
changes slightly to
LGAN (G,D) = EI [logD (I | y)] (2)
+Ez [logD (I,G (z | y))] ,
where the conditional variable is denoted as y. Techni-
cally, conditioning is commonly achieved by concatenation
of variables, although there exist numerous possibilites -
see [15] for some examples.
4. Method
4.1. Preliminaries
Before developing our method, we introduce the neces-
sary notation. Let I denote the image space, T the text
space and C = {1, ..., R} be the discrete label space. Fur-
ther, let xi ∈ I be the i-th input data point, ti ∈ T its
corresponding textual description and yi ∈ C its label. In
the few-shot setting, we consider two disjunct subsets of
the label space: Cbase, labels for which we have access to
sufficient data samples; and novel classes Cnovel which are
underrepresented in the data. Note that both subsets exhaust
the label space C, i.e. C = Cbase ∪ Cnovel. We further assume
that in general |Cnovel| < |Cbase|.
We organize the data set S as follows. Training data Strain
consists of tuples {(xi, ti, yi)}ni=1 taken from the whole
data set and test data Stest = {(xi, yi) : yi ∈ Cnovel}mi=1 that
belongs to novel classes and S = Strain∪Stest, Strain∩Stest =
∅. Naturally, we can also consider Snoveltrain = {(xi, ti, yi) :
(xi, ti, yi) ∈ Strain, yi ∈ Cnovel}ki=1 ⊂ Strain, where in accor-
dance with a few-shot scenario k =
∣∣Snoveltrain ∣∣ |Strain| = n.
Additionally, in a few-shot learning scenario, the number of
samples per category of Cbase may be limited to g, denoted
by Snoveltrain (g).
4.2. Text-conditioned Data Generation
The core idea of our method is to improve accuracy in
few-shot learning scenarios by using an augmented dataset
with additional hallucinated samples conditioned on textual
descriptions. For that purpose we employ a text-conditioned
GAN (tcGAN) [e.g. 23, 38, 34] which can be interpreted as
a variant of cGAN - see Sec. 3 for details.
The purpose of a tcGAN is to learn the mapping G :
T → I. In this regard, G’s objective is to generate sam-
ples i ∈ I conditioned on textual descriptions t ∈ T that
cannot be distinguished from “real” images. In contrast, the
adversarially trained discriminator D aims to detect gener-
ated “fake” samples. To do so, D generates two probability
distributions: Ds(i) = p(s|i), a distribution over the state
of the image (“real” or “fake”), and Dt(i) = p(t|i), a dis-
tribution over textual representations1 for a given image i.
Slightly abusing notation, let T = {t1, . . . , tn}, I =
{i1, . . . , in} be observed texts, images and classes respec-
tively. The objective of a tcGAN can then be expressed as
LtcGAN (G,D) = EI,T [logDT (I)] (3)
+ET,z [logDS (G (T, z))] ,
1Note that we are implicitly using text embeddings as a textual repre-
sentation.
where z denotes a random noise vector.
We use the StackGAN architecture proposed by [38] as our
tcGAN. Here, the idea is to use multiple GANs with dif-
ferent levels of granularity. In a StackGAN with l stacked
GANs, we consider generators G1, . . . , Gl and discrimina-
tors D1, . . . , Dl. Now, G1 is conditioned on a text embed-
ding ϕt for text t and generates a low-resolution image i1.
Both the generated image i1 and ϕt act as input toD1 which
in turn predicts whether the image is real or fake given the
textual description. On a next stage, G2 takes the generated
image provided from G1 in conjuction with the textual em-
bedding as input in order to generate a more detailed image
of higher resolution. Having this pipeline, the image quality
is increased at every stage of the StackGAN, resulting in a
high-resolution image at its final stage. See [38] for further
details.
StackGANs allow for text-conditioned image synthesis op-
timized for realistic appearance. However, they lack the
ability to take into account that textual representations and
images might be labeled with class information. This calls
out for an extension to utilize class labels in a augmented-
with-hallucinated-data few-shot scenario and is presented
next.
4.3. Auxiliary Classifier GAN
Conventional tcGANs cannot consider class labels and
are therefore not adequate in the few-shot scenario. Hence,
we propose to employ the auxiliary classifier GAN archi-
tecture [20]. Specifically, this entails augmentation of the
default tcGAN objective as in Eq. (3) with a classification
loss Lclass, which is defined as
Lclass (D) = EC,I [log p (C | I)] . (4)
Further, let
Lclass (G) , Lclass (D) .
Now, augmenting the objective leads to the two loss terms,
L (D) = LtcGAN (G,D) + Lclass (D) (5)
L (G) = LtcGAN (G)− Lclass (G) , (6)
which are optimized in an alternating fashion.
Conceptually, optimization of the augmented loss implies
that D solves the additional task of predicting the class la-
bel of given images in addition to discrimination between
“real” or “fake”. Adding the auxiliary output layer to the
StackGAN architecture therefore suggests a two-fold ad-
vantage in the context of few-shot learning. First, backprop-
agating the classification loss to G favors the generation of
samples which are both class-specific and realistic. This
will prove to be key for performing classification using a
dataset extended with generated (i.e. hallucinated) samples.
From now on, we denote images generated by G for Cnovel
as Snovelgen . Second, the new output layer of D can be used to
perform classification. As a consequence, D can be used as
a classifier both for novel classes and base classes for which
meaningful latent representations are readily available.
Algorithm 1 Self-paced adversarial training, RANK() is a
function that ranks generated images based on their score of
D′ and TOP() returns the highest ranked images
1: Input: Pre-trained networks G, D′ and K
2: Output: Finetuned classifier D′
3: for i = 1, . . . , n do
4: Snovelgen = ∅
5: for c ∈ Cnovel do
6: candidates = ∅
7: for caption ∈ tc do
8: candidates = candidates ∪G(caption)
9: candidatesranked = RANK(candidates, D′)
10: sample = TOP(candidatesranked,K)
11: Snovelgen = Snovelgen ∪ sample
12: Snovelall = Snoveltrain ∪ Snovelgen
13: update D′, G with Snovelall
4.4. Self-paced Finetuning on Novel Classes
The representation learning phase, which consists of
training the StackGAN with an auxiliary classifier, yields
the discriminator D. As described, the discriminator is able
to distinguish real from fake samples as well as to perform
classification w.r.t. the base classes. However, to classify
w.r.t. novel classes as well, D has to be adapted. Specif-
ically, the class-aware layer with |Cbase| output neurons is
replaced and reduced to |Cnovel| output neurons, which are
randomly initialized. We refer to this modified discrimina-
tor as D′. Now, using the notion of hallucinating additional
samples, the network can be finetuned with generated im-
ages as well as training data for novel categories, i.e. with
the data given by Snoveltrain ∪ Snovelgen . It should be noted that
samples contained in Snovelgen can be very noisy which can be
attributed to the fact that G does not always output high-
quality images. In order to alleviate that problem, we pro-
pose a self-paced learning strategy ensuring that only the
best generated samples within Snovelgen are used. In particular,
we employ the softmax activation for class-specific confi-
dence scoring. To this end, optimization is performed on
the loss defined as,
max
G
min
D,α
L (D,G | Inovel, Tnovel) (7)
+
∑
T∈Tnovel
αTEIT∼G(T )[logD(IT )]
subject to: 0 ≤ αT ≤ 1,
∑
T∈Tnovel αI ≤ K,
n
Model 1 2 5 10 20
Finetuning 40.79 39.47 56.07 66.25 73.08
Initialization 49.16 58.02 69.6 77.89 82.98
SPL-D′ 55.16 58.16 71.41 78.52 84.03
SPL-D′G 57.67 59.83 73.01 78.1 84.24
Table 1: Top-5 accuracy in percent for our model on the
CUB dataset in different settings (best results are in bold)
where L (D,G | Inovel, Tnovel) is the auxiliary GAN
loss on the joint set of generated and training data Snoveltrain ∪
Snovelgen , G(T ) is the tcGAN generator, and αT is a soft se-
lector for the images IT generated from textual descriptions
T , where the descriptions come from a set of captions for
novel categories Tnovel (i.e. T ∈ Tnovel). Since each αT is
a selector for the generated data, K specifies the maximum
number of generated of samples to be included in Snovelgen for
the next finetuning step. Our pseudo-code is given in algo-
rithm 1.
4.4.1 Initialization for SPL
To obtain a meaningful ranking in the self-paced learning
phase, D′ has to be initialized on novel classes. Again tak-
ing into account the setting of few-shot learning, we restrict
the number of samples per class available to n for doing
this, i.e. use Snoveltrain (n) instead of Snoveltrain . Since only real
images are used for initialization, the quality of this data is
very high compared to the noise-prone generated samples.
Due to the limited amount of samples, the initializedD′ will
be weak on the classification task, but sufficiently powerful
for performing an initial ranking of the generated images.
4.4.2 Self-paced Adversarial Training
The ability to rank generated images with the pre-trainedD′
allows for data selection and guided optimization. In our ap-
proach we specifically follow a self-paced learning strategy.
This entails iteratively choosing generated images that have
highest probability in D′ for Cnovel, yielding a curated set
of high-quality generated samples Snovelgen . Finally, we aggre-
gate original samples and generated images Snoveltrain ∪ Snovelgen
for training, during which we alternately update D′ and G.
Doing so yields both a more accurate ranking as well as
higher class prediction accuracy as the number of samples
increases. Ultimately, the approach summarized in algo-
rithm 1 learns a reliable classifier that performs well in few-
shot learning scenarios.
n
Model 1 2 5
Finetuning 70.42 82.53 81.14
Initialization 75.26 89.45 89.97
SPL-D’G 78.37 91.18 92.21
Table 2: Top-5 accuracy in percent for our model on
Oxford-102 dataset in different settings (best results are in
bold)
5. Experiments
5.1. Datasets
We test the applicability of our method on two fine-
grained classification datasets, namely CUB [31] with bird
data and Oxford-102 [19] containing flower data. Specifi-
cally, the CUB bird dataset contains 11,788 images of 200
different bird species, with I ⊂ R256×256. The data is
split equally into training and test data. As a consequence,
samples are roughly equally distributed, with training and
test each containing ≈ 30 images per category. Addition-
ally, 10 short textual descriptions per image are provided by
[22]. Similar to [38], we use the text-encoder pre-trained by
[22], yielding a text embedding space T ⊂ R1024. Fol-
lowing [38], we split the data such that |Cbase| = 150
and |Cnovel| = 50. To simulate few-shot learning, n ∈
{1, 2, 5, 10, 20} images of Cnovel are used for training, as
proposed by [8]. In contrast, the Oxford-102 dataset con-
tains images of 102 different categories of flowers. Similar
to the CUB-200 dataset, Reed et al. [22] provide 10 textual
descriptions per image. As for the CUB dataset, we use the
text-encoder pre-trained by [22], yielding a text embedding
space T ⊂ R1024. Following Zhang et al. [38], we split the
data such that |Cbase| = 82 and |Cnovel| = 20. To simulate
few-shot learning, n ∈ {1, 2, 5} images of Cnovel are used
for training.
5.2. Algorithmic Details
During representation learning, we train a StackGAN for
900 epochs. Similar to [38], we use Adam [10] for opti-
mization. We set the learning rate τ to 2 × 10−4 and the
batch size to 24 for both G and D. In the initialization
phase for self-paced learning, we construct D′ by replacing
the last layer of D by a linear softmax layer. The result-
ing network is then optimized using the cross-entropy loss
function and a SGD optimizer with learning rate τ = 10−3
and momentum 0.5. Batch size is set to 32 and training
proceeds for 20 epochs. Self-paced learning of D′ contin-
ues to use the same settings (i.e. SGD with τ = 10−3 and
momentum 0.5, minimizing a cross-entropy loss). Addi-
tionally, Adam’s learning rate for G is reduced to 2× 10−5.
In every iteration we choose exactly one generated image
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Figure 3: Top-5 Accuracy in every iteration for different strategies in the 1-shot learning scenario
Top 1 Top 3 Top 5
SGM [8] 19.08 40.55 48.89
SGM+Hallucination [8] 20.27 41.06 50.59
Our proposed method 24.90 37.59 57.67
Table 3: Top-1, top-2 and top-5 accuracy of single modality
models for 1-shot Learning task proposed by [8](SGM-loss
and SGM-loss with Hallucination) compared to our model
(best results are in bold)
per category and perform training for 10 epochs.
5.3. Models
In order to asses the performance of individual compo-
nents, we perform an ablation study. A simple approach
for transfer learning is to make use of a pre-trained rep-
resentation and then finetune that network on novel data.
We apply this strategy on a first baseline (Finetuning), for
which we pre-train a classifier T that has exactly the same
architecture as D on the base classes, followed by finetun-
ing with the few instances of novel classes on Snoveltrain . This
meta-learning strategy learns meaningful representations on
the base classes Cbase that can be used for novel classes
Cnovel. A second baseline (Initialization) constitutes our
first contribution. We modify the discriminator D of the
StackGAN, which we obtain from the representation learn-
ing phase, to obtain D′ by exchanging the discriminator’s
last layer. Finetuning is then performed on the real sam-
ples from novel classes Snoveltrain . Note that the initialization
baseline uses D which is pre-trained using the adversarial
principle during the StackGAN training, in contrast to the
finetuning baseline that uses T as pre-trained by a conven-
tional classifier. Afterwards, we iteratively add high-quality
generated samples for novel categories Snovelgen as described.
In a first self-paced experiment (SPL-D’) we update D′ us-
ing selected generated samples in every iteration. In a sec-
ond experiment, additionally to updating D′, we update G
in every iteration in order to be fully self-paced (SPL-D’G).
Following previous approaches (e.g. [8]), we evaluate our
approach by reporting the top-5 accuracy.
5.4. Analysis of Self-paced Finetuning
We run several additional experiments to further analyze
the behavior of our method. For the following experiments
we use the CUB bird dataset.
5.5. Results of Ablation Study
5.5.1 CUB-200 Dataset
We report top-1-, top-3- and top-5-accuracy for our method
in different settings. The results in top-5-accuracy are
shown in Tab. 1. We observe that the initialization phase
already provides a large margin compared to the finetuning
phase. Both are finetuned exclusively on real images with
the difference that our initialized D′ is pre-trained in an ad-
versarial fashion on text and image data during the repre-
sentation learning phase. In contrast, the finetuning base-
line is pre-trained only on image data without adversarial
training. Our results indicate that including text information
in representation learning already provides accuracy gains.
Further, we observe that the self-paced finetuning phase im-
proves classification accuracy. In particular, the margin in
a 1-shot scenario is large. For most scenarios, by updating
both G and D′ we achieve higher accuracy than by only
updating D′. This observation indicates that generated im-
ages add upon class-discriminatory power through our self-
Figure 4: a) real images of birds and b) ranked birds after different iterations
paced finetuning strategy if G is involved in training. Our
full self-paced sample selection procedure, including updat-
ing D′ and G provides an accuracy boost of 17, 20 and 17
percent in the challenging 1-,2- and 5-shot scenarios, re-
spectively. Also for 10- and 20-shot learning we outperform
the baseline by more than 10 percent. We observe the same
trends for top-1- and top-3 accuracy.
5.5.2 Oxford-102 Dataset
Similar to the experiments for CUB, we compare our
method (1) to a Finetuning baseline, i.e. pretrain classifier
on base classes and finetune it on novel classes and (2) to
an Initialization model, i.e. finetune D∗ obtained from rep-
resentation learning on novel classes. For our method, we
update both D′ and G (SPL-D’G). Classification results in
top-5-accuracy are given in Tab. 2. We can observe similar
trends compared to the CUB dataset. In all few-shot scenar-
ios, we outperform the finetuning baseline with a large mar-
gin. Specifically, our method yields a performance boost
by ca. 8%, 10.5% and 11% in the challenging 1-, 2- and
5-shot scenarios compared to the finetuning baseline. The
initialization for the self-paced learning phase provides per-
formance gains as well. However, the full model yields the
best results in every few-shot scenario.
5.6. Comparison to Similar Work
We compare our method to the single modality methods
recently proposed by Hariharan and Girshick [8]. For the
comparison in Tab. 3 we use the CUB bird dataset. It can be
observed that our approach outperforms the methods pro-
posed by [8], justifying the usage of multimodal data for
training in few-shot scenarios.
5.6.1 Evolution of classifiers during SPL
In order to check the behavior of the the self-paced learn-
ing phase, we study the classification accuracy across all
iterations. In Fig. 3 we report the top-5-accuracy for 30 it-
erations in the 1-shot learning scenario. The dashed line
shows the accuracy after the initialization phase and can
be interpreted as lower bound for the self-paced learning
phase. The blue line shows the accuracy for our method up-
dating only D′, while the red line shows the accuracy for
updating D′ and G. For the first iterations both models be-
have very similarly, but after a certain warm-up phase the
model entailing updates of G performs better. That indi-
cates that updating G leads to the synthesis of images of
higher quality, which in turn further increases the classifi-
cation accuracy.
5.6.2 Effect of Ranking
To check the suitability of D′ to rank the generated sam-
ples, we further analyze the behavior of the ranked sam-
ples. Therefore, we split 30 ranked samples into chunks of
size 3, yielding 10 ranked chunks. In a first experiment,
we evaluate the class-discriminativeness of those chunks.
In this regard, we use the initialized D′ and consider ev-
ery single chunk as test set. The classification results in
top-1-accuracy and top-5-accuracy are shown in Fig. 5a. It
can be observed that the classification accuracy for high-
ranked chunks is higher in test time. This shows the rank-
ing is working in the desired fashion, i.e. prioritizing gen-
erated samples for which D′ is more confident w.r.t. to cor-
rect class-discriminative information. In a second experi-
ment, we study the quality of the generated images across
the ranked chunks. Note that ranking is performed based
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Figure 5: (a) Classification accuracy for chunks and (b) inception score for chunks
on class-discriminativeness alone and specifically does not
take into account the quality of the image. Therefore, we
use the inception score [24] to assess the quality of images
generated by GANs. As can be observed from Fig.5b, the
quality of the images remains constant across the chunks,
validating that we do not suffer a quality drop by ranking
images based on class-discriminativeness. Hence, our pro-
posed ranking allows to pick images that perform best for
classification without any loss in quality of the generated
images. Fig. 4 shows some generated images for one cate-
gory ranked in different iterations. We can observe that the
ranking improves over the iterations.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed to extend few-shot learning to
deal with multimodal data and introduced a discriminative
tcGAN for sample generation along with a self-paced strat-
egy for sample selection. Experiments on CUB and Oxford-
102 demonstrate that learning generative models in a cross-
modal fashion facilitates few-shot learning by compensat-
ing the lack of data in novel categories. For future work we
plan to incorporate class-discriminativeness property at the
representation learning stage jointly with the ranking loss
of the self-paced stage. Furthermore, we seek to investigate
the use of self-paced GAN for other cross-modal genera-
tive tasks. Moreover, future research will be conducted on
optimizing the text embedding in context of multimodality.
Last, a more generalized task setup in which classification
is performed on Cbase∪Cnovel, similar to the task proposed in
[33] for zero-shot learning, is a valuable research direction.
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